Annex 2  FIGURES
Gaps in hedgerow to be created to allow access across Mardle Road.

New access road to be installed, with toe-side bunding and planting.

Existing Wangford Quarry (looking towards viewpoint)

Roadside hedge to be gap-filled

Notes: Camera: Samsung GX-10
Focal Length used: 15mm (24mm format equivalent)
Date of Photograph: 15-01-2017

Viewing distances indicate distance for image to be held from eye to represent approximate scale of features within the photograph as would be seen by the naked eye.

Viewpoint: Photograph viewing distance: 320mm

View showing wider context only: Photograph viewing distance: 160mm.
Viewpoint: Photograph viewing distance: 160mm.

View showing wider context only: Photograph viewing distance: 160mm.

Notes:
- Camera: Samsung GX-10
- Focal Length used: 50mm (35mm format equivalent)
- Date of Photograph: 15-01-2017

Viewing distances indicate distance for image to be held from eye to represent approximate scale of features within the photograph as would be seen by the naked eye.
Majority of existing view screened by interspersed woodland (more so in summer)

Additional screening to be provided by 2m high grassed berm

Notes: Camera: Samsung EX-10
Focal Length used: 50mm (50mm format equivalent)
Date of Photograph: 15-01-2017

Viewing distances indicate distance for image to be held from eye to represent approximate scale of features within the photograph as would be seen by the naked eye.